Unraveling navigational strategies in migratory insects
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Long-distance migration is a strategy some animals use to survive a seasonally changing environment. To reach favorable grounds, migratory animals have evolved sophisticated navigational mechanisms that rely on a map and compasses. In migratory insects, the existence of a map sense (sense of position) remains poorly understood, but recent work has provided new insights into the mechanisms some compasses use for maintaining a constant bearing during long-distance navigation. The best-studied directional strategy relies on a time-compensated sun compass, used by diurnal insects, for which neural circuits have begun to be delineated. Yet, a growing body of evidence suggests that migratory insects may also rely on other compasses that use night sky cues or the Earth’s magnetic field. Those mechanisms are ripe for exploration.
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Introduction
To match their ecological needs, insects from diverse taxa, such as butterflies, moths, locusts, and dragonflies, undertake impressive seasonal mass migrations traveling up to thousands of kilometers to their ultimate destination [1–4] (Figure 1a). The yearly migration south of the eastern North American monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus) to central Mexico is the most striking long-distance migration documented in insects [3,5,6].

To successfully reach their goal, migratory animals likely use a map for a sense of position and compasses for directional information [7]. Migratory insects do seem to have some map sense, as they ‘know’ what direction they need to travel to reach their goal. However, it is unknown whether they have a complete map sense, that is, know where they are at any point along the migration route relative to their destination. Having a complete map sense would be important for course correction, if, for example, a migrant is displaced from its normal heading by strong winds. Once a displaced migrant has a sense of its position, it can then use directional information provided by compasses to course correct.

Most is known about the compasses and the environmental cues migrants exploit to maintain a directional bearing. A well-studied compass used by insects is a time-compensated sun compass, which uses sensory cues from the daylight sky. Other directional systems that could be used in insects include compasses that may use night sky cues (e.g. moon and stars) and a magnetic compass, which uses aspects of the Earth’s magnetic field (Figure 1b). The relative importance of these compasses likely depends on the environment and lifestyle. Here, we focus on recent findings concerning the mechanisms underlying the different strategies for long-distance navigation in migratory insects, with a focus on the time-compensated sun compass.

The insect sun compass
Many day-active migratory insects use a time-compensated sun compass. Skylight features containing information about the solar azimuth (the horizontal position of the sun) are detected, adjusted for time of day, and used to generate motor commands that ensure a constant directional bearing [6]. In addition to the sun, the solar azimuth can also be inferred from scattered sunlight, for example, the skylight polarization pattern and the skylight spectral gradient (Figure 1b; top left panel).

Time-compensated sun compass navigation has been demonstrated behaviorally in the migratory monarch butterfly and other butterfly species [8–12]. Monarchs use the sun as the primary orientation cue [13], but also have the capacity to utilize the skylight polarization pattern [14,15]. Behavioral responses to polarized light have also been shown in the migratory desert locust (Schistocerca gregaria) [16]. Both species detect polarized light with a specialized dorsal rim area (DRA) of the compound eye and process this information in an elaborate neuronal network in the brain [17–21]. The anatomical organization and the physiological responses of the involved neurons are surprisingly similar between species (Figure 2). The degree of conservation is remarkable given the large evolutionary distance between the two [20**]. Polarization-sensitive (POL) neurons have been found across many brain regions, most prominently in the central complex (CX) [20**,22–24], the presumed site of the sun compass.
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Figure 1

Sensory cues used for long-distance orientation by migratory insects. (a) Several insect species undergo seasonal long-distance migration, including (from left to right) the monarch butterfly, other day-active butterflies, nocturnal moths, the desert locust, and dragonflies. Monarch picture: courtesy of Monarch Watch (www.monarchwatch.org). (b) Migratory insects exploit environmental cues for long-range navigation. (Top left) Migrants flying during the day can extract directional information from the sun position in the sky (yellow oval), as well as the derived patterns of polarized skylight (E-vector; dashed lines) and the spectral gradient, which ranges from longer wavelengths of light (green) dominating in the solar hemisphere to shorter wavelengths (violet) dominating in the antisolar hemisphere. The bar thickness of dashed lines represents the degree of polarization, while the bar orientation represents the angle of polarization relative to solar position as viewed from the center of the celestial sphere. Modified from [20*]. (Bottom left) The moon and its polarization pattern, stars and the Milky Way are celestial cues available to migratory insects flying at night. (Right) The Earth’s magnetic field emerges from the southern hemisphere, wraps around the globe and re-enters at the northern hemisphere (blue lines). Migrating animals can extract directional information (compass sense) and positional information (map sense) from the polarity, inclination and intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field, which are gradually changing across the Earth’s surface (represented by the angle and length of the violet arrows). Modified from [41].

The POL-network can be divided into three processing stages. At the input stage, neurons characterized by a high signal to noise ratio, reliable $E$-vector (electric field vector) tuning, and low spontaneous activity [25] relay compass information sensed by the eyes to downstream areas (Figure 2a,d; blue lines). Importantly, most of these neurons also respond to unpolarized compass stimuli. When presented with light spots that move around the animal, these cells show maximal activity at a particular azimuthal position [20*,26,27*]. While locust neurons
Figure 2

Neuronal organization of the insect sun compass. (a) Simplified schematic of the polarization vision pathway in a frontal view of the desert locust brain. Highlighted in yellow are brain regions involved in processing of compass information. Key neural projections of the polarization vision pathway are shown as solid lines. Filled circles indicate proposed output and open semicircles indicate proposed input sites. Blue: input stage neurons; green: intermediate stage neurons; red: output stage neurons. Note that for clarity inputs are represented in the left hemisphere, while outputs are shown in the right hemisphere. The inset illustrates the mapping of zenithal $E$-vectors in the columns of the protocerebral bridge (PB). CBU, upper division of the central body; CBL, lower division of the central body; MB, mushroom body; La, lamina; Me, medulla; aMe, accessory medulla; Lo, lobula; LoX, lobula complex; AOTu, anterior optic tubercle; LAL, lateral accessory lobe; LT, lateral triangle; pPC, posterior protocerebrum; AL, antennal lobe. (b) $E$-vector tuning (black bidirectional arrow) and azimuth tuning (colored arrows) of an input stage compass neuron from the locust (green stimulation and ultraviolet stimulation). $E$-vector tuning was determined by presenting a rotating polarizer from the zenith (blue light), and azimuth tuning was determined by presenting an unpolarized light spot that moved around the animal at constant elevation. The tuning angle was defined as the maximal...
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from the anterior optic tubercle show spectral and spatial opponency (green light vs. ultraviolet light), corresponding monarch neurons respond independent of stimulus color (Figure 2b,c). This supports behavioral studies showing that the monarch uses the sun itself as the main compass cue [10,11,13,14]. Polarized-light information may be used to improve the encoded directional signal and thus enable reliable navigation on days with fluctuating visibility of the sun. In contrast, the locust appears to obtain the major directional signal from polarized light and may use the skylight spectral gradient to resolve the inherent directional ambiguity of E-vectors (Figure 1b) [27]. In both species, a coherent signal of integrated compass cues is passed on to the second processing stage of the POL-network.

This second stage resides in the CX and has been studied extensively in the locust [21,25,28,29] (Figure 2a,d; green lines). Here, information from both eyes is integrated and wide receptive fields ensure position-invariant neuronal responses. Additionally, neurons in the protocerebral bridge (a CX-component, consisting of a linear array of 16 columns) possess E-vector tunings that vary with the innervated column, creating a systematic representation of zenithal E-vectors [28*]. Because each cell is tuned to particular E-vectors, their population indirectly encodes the solar azimuth (Figure 2a, inset). This arrangement is thus suited to act as an internal compass. Whether this representation is a general feature of insects remains an open question. Considering the high degree of conservation of the involved pathways and overall CX-anatomy across insects, central encoding of skylight cues for navigation might be an ancient feature of the insect brain. Alternatively, this function could have been adopted for migration through re-dedication of existing CX-circuits. In the light of other reported roles of the CX, for example, in learning and memory [30], it is unlikely that CX function in migratory insects is restricted to migratory behavior. A broader role in controlling motor output that integrates many behaviorally relevant features and motivational states seems likely.

The CX-output neurons, the third processing stage of the POL-network (Figure 2a,d; red lines), have indeed been proposed to integrate diverse sensory features of the environment with the body orientation of the animal [21,25]. These cells converge in the lateral accessory lobes, from where neurons might connect to descending pathways [20**,29,31,32*]. However, a coherent hypothesis of how the POL-network generates motor commands to ensure a constant compass bearing remains to be determined.

Time compensation by the circadian clock

To maintain a fixed flight bearing throughout the day, migrating insects have to continuously adjust their direction relative to moving skylight parameters, as the solar azimuth constantly changes over the course of the day. This time compensation is provided by an endogenous timekeeping mechanism, the circadian clock, whose involvement has been demonstrated behaviorally in disappearance bearing and flight simulator experiments in monarch butterflies and neotropical butterflies [8–11].

Even though the site of the circadian clocks necessary for time compensation has previously been proposed to be located in the brains of monarchs and locusts [11,24,33], a recent study in monarch butterflies has shown that the compensation clocks are in fact located in the antennae [34*] (Figure 3). This surprising discovery raises the questions of how antennal clocks communicate timing information to the sun compass or its output structures and how the integrated information is represented at the motor output stage.

Recent work in the locust has shown a linear correlation of E-vector tunings to the time of day in descending brain neurons, which mediate behaviorally relevant signals from the brain to the motor circuits in the thoracic ganglia [32*]. This finding provides a potential time-compensation mechanism via adjustment of direction tunings at the output side of the internal sun compass. This integration of time and direction occurs either at the dendritic arborizations of descending neurons in the brain or upstream. The lateral accessory lobes appear to be promising candidate structures for future studies, as they receive most of the output from the CX and are connected to multiple other brain regions [35] (Figure 3).

Besides changes in solar azimuth, the solar elevation also changes over the course of the day, which results in

(Figure 2 Legend Continued) activity during stimulus presentation (mean angle of Rayleigh test). The angle between E-vector tuning and azimuth tuning (response to green light spot) is defined as $\Delta\phi_{\text{max}}$-value. (e) Time-dependent adjustment of E-vector tunings in neurons of the input stage of the compass network of the locust. Plotted is the $\Delta\phi_{\text{max}}$-value against the recording time of neuron. The red line represents a celestial $\Delta\phi$ function fitted to the data, describing the angular difference between solar azimuth and E-vector orientation for individual points of an ideal natural sky, calculated for the season from which the locusts had been reared. The fit line was calculated for 60° elevation above the horizon according to the visual axis of the locust DRA and for the Tropic of Cancer (23.4° N), its natural habitat. Number of recordings is indicated in bars (mean ± sd). Modified from [27]. (d) Polarization vision pathway in the monarch butterfly brain. Colors and symbols as in (a), (e) and (f) E-vector tuning and azimuth tuning (e), and adjustment of E-vector tuning over the course of the day (f) for the monarch butterfly. Symbols as in (b) and (c). The angle between E-vector tuning and mean azimuth tuning is defined as $\Delta\phi_{\text{max}}$-value. Polarized light was presented in the ultraviolet range. The red line in (f) represents the prediction of the angular difference between the mean perceived E-vector for the region of sky viewed by the monarch DRA and the solar azimuth over the course of the day. The values were calculated for the latitude and season from which migratory monarchs has been maintained. 0 represents lights on. Bars, mean ± sd. Modified from [20**].
Figure 3

Integrated model of the components of the time-compensated sun compass in the monarch butterfly. Skylight input to the eye: the dorsal rim area (DRA) of the eye senses the angle of ultraviolet polarized light (crosshatched violet circle) and the main retina senses color (violet, blue and green circles) or the sun itself (without discrimination of colors). Both skylight cues are integrated and transmitted to the central complex (CX; in gray), through neural pathways that are not yet completely defined (dashed colored lines and black solid lines). Clock entrainment: Blue light entrains (synchronizes) circadian clocks in the antennae and the brain to the 24-h day. The antennal clocks, involved in solar azimuth compensation, provide the major timing information to sun compass orientation behavior. The neural pathway connecting the antennal clocks to the CX is not yet determined (dashed red line with question mark). A minor influence of the brain clock on output neurons of the CX could be mediated through a
a constantly changing relation between the skylight polarization pattern and the solar azimuth. To provide consistent azimuth information from all skylight cues to the migrating animal, the E-vector tuning of POL-neurons has to be continuously adjusted. Such daytime changes in E-vector tuning of input stage POL-neurons have been shown in locusts and monarchs [20**,27*] (Figure 2c,f). In monarch brains, CRYPTOCHROME-1 (CRY-1) positive fibers have been shown to connect the circadian clocks in the pars lateralis to the accessory medulla [15], which is in proximity to the proposed projection areas of monarch DRA photoreceptors [15], the input to all POL-neurons. It is thus tempting to hypothesize that the brain clocks in the pars lateralis in monarchs are providing the timing component of solar ‘elevation compensation’ (Figure 3). Defining whether monarch input stage POL-neurons are innervating the accessory medulla, as shown for POL-neurons of the optic lobe in locusts [24,36], will be a critical step to understand which clocks contribute to this mechanism.

In addition, a seasonal reversal of compass-mediated directional preference coincidental to changes in daylength has been documented in several lepidopteran migratory species [37*,38**], including the monarch butterfly [3,5]; all of them migrate southward during the fall and northward during the spring (in the northern hemisphere). The challenge is to understand how changes in temporal information are encoded at the neural level for bidirectional behavioral responses (south vs. north).

A magnetic compass for insect migration?

The Earth’s magnetic field is another source of directional information used by animals for long-distance migration [39–41]. The polarity, inclination angle, and intensity of the field provide information allowing animals to maintain a constant heading (compass sense) and/or to locate their geographical position relative to their destination (map sense) (Figure 1b; right) [39]. Unlike the sun compass, a magnetic compass does not need to be continuously time compensated. Sensitivity to the magnetic field has been proposed to occur mainly through two distinct mechanisms, a ferromagnetic particle (magnetite)-based mechanism [42], and a light-dependent chemical-based mechanism [43]. Using genetic and behavioral approaches in *Drosophila*, the UV/blue light photoreceptor CRYPTOCHROME (CRY), proposed previously as a candidate magnetoreceptor [43], has recently been shown to mediate light-dependent magnetosensitivity in flies [44**].

While there is behavioral evidence for magnetoreception in a wide range of organisms, including migratory and nonmigratory vertebrate and invertebrate species [40,45], the use of a magnetic sense for navigation in migratory insects remains unclear. The monarch butterflies’ ability to navigate in the southwestern direction on completely overcast days [46], when skylight cues are not available, suggests that a magnetic compass could be used as a backup compass. Behavioral orientation responses of migratory butterflies to alteration of the surrounding magnetic field have been inconclusive, because of contradictory results ([10,13,47,48]; reviewed in [6]). However, the presence of cellular and molecular substrates for sensing magnetic fields suggests the existence of a magnetic compass in monarchs. In addition to magnetite particles [49,50], monarchs have recently been shown to possess the molecular capacity to transduce magnetic information in a light-dependent manner through their CRY proteins (see below). These two mechanisms could coexist, but, in migratory birds [51], it appears that the light-dependent mechanism predominates. Monarch butterflies possess two distinct CRYs, a *Drosophila*-like CRY which functions in the light input pathway of the circadian clock and a vertebrate-like CRY which functions as the main transcriptional repressor of the circadian clock [52]. Both monarch CRYs can in fact rescue magnetosensitivity in CRY-deficient transgenic adult flies in a light-dependent manner [53*]. This finding prompts the search of a light-dependent behavioral correlate in migrating monarch butterflies. To ultimately understand the neural basis of the magnetic sense mediated by light-dependent mechanisms in migratory insects, it will be critical to define the location of the magnetoreceptor and determine how directional information is communicated to relevant brain areas.

**Wind selection and drift compensation**

Another way by which migratory insects optimize their migratory route is through the selection of favorable winds and active compensation from wind drift. These phenomena have been documented in almost all high-flying species, including butterflies [54,55], moths [38**,56] and locusts [2,57]. The migratory direction has evolved to occur primarily downwind and most frequently at an altitude reached by riding the thermals (warm air currents) preceding fast moving cold fronts. Wind selection is beneficial in that it allows the conservation of energy essential for long-distance migration, and is of particular relevance for moths for which the migration window is reduced to a few nights [58]. Although it is not yet known how wind detection is achieved in migratory...
insects, based on studies in *Drosophila* [59], wind detection is likely mediated by antennal mechanoreceptors.

Because even favorable wind directions do not always match the preferred headings of migratory insects, compensating for crosswind drift is necessary to maintain the appropriate course. Wind drift compensation has been observed in many migratory species, including the monarch [46,60] and other butterflies [38**,61], high-flying moths [38**,56], locusts [2], and dragonflies [62], and relies on a compass sense. If diurnal migrants are likely to use a sun compass for this course correction, this orientation cue seems unlikely to be used by nocturnal migrants; the geomagnetic field has been proposed to be the most likely cue used by these animals [56].

The other possible cues on which migrants could rely at night are the moon and its associated polarization pattern, as well as the stars, especially the Milky Way (Figure 1b; bottom left panel). Although in disfavor previously [56], the existence of a lunar or stellar compass in nocturnal migratory insects is possible, and precedent for the use of stars to derive compass information exists in night-migratory birds [63]. In addition, arthropods have been shown to use the moon for precise navigational tasks other than long-distance migration (e.g. local foraging and homing) [64,65]. Deciphering the compass mechanism used by nocturnal migrant insects is an exciting, wide-open area for exploration.

Conclusions and outlook

In recent years, there has been an increased understanding of how migratory insects solve the navigational problems critical for a successful migration. A comparative approach across a few diverse species has revealed a surprising similarity in the way in which the neural circuit integrates complex skylight information, and such an approach may be critical for defining common principles underlying long-distance migrations in many animals. Yet, critical aspects of the integration of time and space remain to be determined. By contrast, understanding how night sky and magnetic cues are used for compass information in migratory insects is at an early stage. In the future, the development of genomic resources [66**] along with genetic approaches in migratory species, for example, to label neurons and knockout genes, will allow the manipulation of specific neuronal types and their functions to further our understanding of the molecular and neural basis of long-distance migration.
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This study provides data on the anatomical and physiological basis of sun compass navigation in the monarch butterfly. It highlights a surprising degree of similarity between the sun compass network in the monarch and the locust brains with respect to single cell morphologies and responses to polarized and unpolarized light. It also suggests that time-dependent adjustment of E-vector tuning is a fundamental feature of sun compass coding.


This study reveals that unpolarized and polarized light stimuli are integrated in compass neurons of the locust anterior optic tubercle. The authors show that polarization-sensitive neurons are also tuned to the azimuth position of unpolarized light, and provide evidence that these cells likely use the skylight spectral gradient to disambiguate the E-vector signal. Importantly, they present the first evidence of a daytime-dependent adjustment of E-vector tunings ensuring that skylight cues provide consistent directional information despite changing solar elevation, a process termed ‘elevation compensation’.


This study shows that the locust central complex, which is shown to contain a complete representation of azimuthal space, is the likely neural substrate of the insect sun compass. The authors show that neurons innervating individual segments of the array of columns in the central complex each tuned to specific E-vector angles of polarized light, and that the defined neuronal population maps this compass cue systematically onto the width of the central complex.


This paper reports on the polarized-light responsive neurons connecting the brain to the thoracic ganglia of the locust that change E-vector tuning over the course of the day. The authors suggest that adjusting E-vector tuning in descending neuronal pathways might be the neural basis of azimuth compensation required for long-distance migration.


This study reveals the unexpected location of the circadian clocks used for time-compensated sun compass navigation. Comprehensive data show that the clocks are located in the antennae, and not in the brain. This study more generally provides evidence that antennal clocks can directly regulate brain function.


This study shows that high-flying migrant moths reverse their compass orientation according to season, and use similar compass mechanisms for flight orientation in both directions.


A study using entomological radars to show that the selection of seasonally favorable high-altitude winds and crosswind drift compensation are common strategies used by high-flying migrant insects. Model simulations of trajectory show that these behaviors maximize the distances traveled and decrease the drift from optimal directions.


This paper demonstrates the necessity of CRYPTOCHROME (CRY) for light-dependent magnetosensitivity in Drosophila. By testing magnetosensitive responses in a binary-choice behavioral assay, the authors show that wild-type flies perceive the magnetic field under UV/blue light and that Cry-deficient flies lose their ability to perceive the magnetic field, independent of Cry function in the circadian clock.


A transgenic study showing that both types of CRY in the monarch butterfly function in the magnetoreception system of Drosophila at wavelengths in the UV/blue range, and thus have the ability to sense the magnetic field. Importantly, this paper provides evidence of a novel photochemical mechanism of CRY-mediated magnetoreception that does not utilize tryptophan triad-generated radical pairs.


This study reports the draft genome of the monarch butterfly and a full set of protein-coding genes. This is the first characterized genome of a butterfly and of a long-distance migratory species. Gene annotation focused on gene families involved in the major aspects of the long-distance migration.